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                   Our college required second-year students to learn a
skill. This skill-building activity enthralled the students.
Competence is essential nowadays, thus the trainer focused on
technical abilities that students will benefit from. This
programme taught students a wide range of abilities, the
majority of which were technical in nature, and our students are
now on the Eighth day of training.
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                  Our institution focuses on students' speaking abilities; we
offer a Spoken English skill programme for first-year students to assist
them develop their speaking abilities. The students graciously attended
the programme because English is a worldwide language. Our college
students took part in group discussions, reading, and writing
assignments. They can swiftly improve their public speaking skills with
this curriculum. Spoken English trainer worked relentlessly to help
pupils enhance their English speaking ability.Our students have
completed the Eighth day of skill development.
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                     Our college conducted a campus cleaning program
with "Environmental club" on 15/12/23. The activity Co-
ordinated by Mr. Isaac Arumai. G - lecturer, in the theme of
"destroy plastic", 30 students participated. Dr.John Kennedy -
Director of Scad group was the chief guest.The chief guest
delivered importance of nature and evil things of plastic in his
wonderful speech. Our principal delivered a special address and
discussed the theme with students.
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